Research outputs:

An Alternative Way to Make Knowledge Sharing Work in Online Communities? The Effects of Hidden Knowledge Facilitators
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2018 › Research › peer-review

Designers’ identity: skills’ self-perception and expectation in design students
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2018 › Research › peer-review

From potential to real threat? The impacts of technology attributes on licensing competition
Research output: Contribution to conference › Paper – Annual report year: 2018 › Research › peer-review

Linking forms of inbound open innovation to a driver-based typology of environmental innovation: Evidence from French manufacturing firms
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2018 › Research › peer-review

The reverse tragedy of the commons: an exploratory account of incentives for under-exploitation in an open innovation environment
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2018 › Research › peer-review

A configurational analysis of success factors in crowdfunding video campaigns
Research output: Contribution to conference › Paper – Annual report year: 2017 › Research › peer-review

Designer’s identity: Development of personal attributes and design skills over education
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2017 › Research › peer-review

Team cohesion in intensive care nursing: at the interface of nurse self-concept and unit structure
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2017 › Research › peer-review

Technological Innovation and Beyond: Exploring Public Value of University Inventions Based on Contingent Effectiveness Model
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2017 › Research › peer-review

Designer’s Identity: Personal Attributes and Design Skills
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2016 › Research › peer-review
An inquiry on dimensions of external technology search and their influence on technological innovations: evidence from Chinese firms

'Closed Open Innovation' or 'Openly Closed Innovation' – Which way is for world-first innovations?

How do the BRIC countries play their roles in the global innovation arena? A study based on USPTO patents during 1990–2009

Pharmaceutical New Product Development: Why do clinical trials fail?

When does inward technology licensing facilitate firms' NPD performance? A contingency perspective

Chinese multinationals in Denmark: Testing the eclectic framework and internalization theory

Design of governance in virtual communities: definition, mechanisms, and variation patterns

Have Chinese firms learned from their prior technology in-licensing? An analysis based on patent citations

The dual role of external technology sourcing in technological exploration

The impact of licensed-knowledge attributes on the innovation performance of licensee firms: evidence from the Chinese electronic industry

The impact of partnership network stability on new product development cost in the pharmaceutical industry

What makes Chinese firms to choose international external technology sources? An inquiry on internationalization, innovation and institutions

When does inward technology licensing facilitate firms' NPD performance? Evidence from China
External Knowledge Acquisition Needs a Hand? The Dual Effects of Industry-University Collaborations on High-Tech Firms' Innovation Capability in China
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2012 › Research

Foreign vs. domestic: What determines the origin of Chinese firms' inward technology licensing?
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Book chapter – Annual report year: 2012 › Research › peer-review

Have Chinese firms learnt from their prior technology in-licensing?
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2012 › Research

Pharmaceutical R&D Process - Why do clinical trials fail?
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2012 › Research › peer-review

Towards a framework of success factors for clinical trials
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2012 › Research › peer-review

What do we need from Intermediaries for technology transfer to China? A European firm perspective
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2012 › Research › peer-review

Governance of Virtual Communities: A Literature Review and a Conceptual Framework
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2011 › Research › peer-review

International vs. domestic technology in-licensing: How do Chinese firms build their technological capabilities?
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2011 › Research › peer-review

Patent transactions with China in a new era: a European perspective
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2011 › Research › peer-review

Patent licensing and selling to China as a strategy of technology transfer in a New Era: A perspective of European firms
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2010 › Research › peer-review

Understanding the joint effects of Cognitive Distance and Competition on Pioneering Innovations through the Dynamics between Suppliers and Competitors
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2010 › Research › peer-review

The dual role of external corporate venturing in technological exploration
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2009 › Research › peer-review

The effects of inter-industry and country difference in supplier relationships on pioneering innovations
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2009 › Research › peer-review

The relationships between foreign competition, absorptive capacity and pioneering innovation: An empirical investigation in Canada
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2009 › Research › peer-review
Projects:

Smart cities, networks and innovation
Project: PhD

Transscalar Innovation and Sustainability Agents in the High North and Arctic
Project: PhD

Digital Business Model Innovations in Nordic Small and Medium-Sized Firms
Project: PhD

Impact Assessment of University Research
Project: PhD

Building a business case for ecodesign implementation based on a system dynamics simulation model
Project: PhD

Analysis of the role of designers self-identity and behavior on design teams for performance improvement
Project: PhD

Enhancing Creativity - Metacognitive Training for Innovation Practitioners’?
Project: PhD

Explaining how process formalization affects new product performance
Project: PhD

Design methods for supporting the adaption and design of products for emerging markets
Project: PhD

Explaining the survival rate of new pharmaceutical products in clinical trials
Project: PhD

Global Opportunities for Danish SMEs in Emerging Markets: Strategies and Methods for Adaptive Product Development
Project: Research

Kina Vækst (China Growth): Business Development In Chinese market for SMEs in Region Sjælland
Project: Research